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ABSTRACT 

A biometric system gives automatic identification or proof of a person in perspective of a unique feature or 

characteristic controlled by the person. Iris recognition is regarded as the most reliable and accurate biometric 

identification system available. The work presented in this thesis involved developing an ‘open-source’ iris recognition 

system in order to verify both the uniqueness of the human iris and also its performance as a biometric. For 

determining the recognition execution of the system two databases of digitised greyscale eye images were utilized. The 

iris recognition system consists of an automatic segmentation system that is based on the wavelet transform, and is able 

to localise the circular iris and pupil region, occluding eyelids and eyelashes, and reflections. The extracted iris region 

were taken into consideration according to hybrid model (PSO and GA) then normalised into a rectangular block with 

constant dimensions to account for imaging inconsistencies. The Hamming separation was used for gathering of iris 

formats, and two templates were found to match if a test of statistical independence was failed. The system performed 

with idealize recognition on an arrangement of eye images. Subsequently, iris recognition is appeared to be a efficient 

biometric innovation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A biometric framework gives programmed acknowledgment of an individual in light or something to that 

affect of special element or trademark controlled by the person. Biometric frameworks have been created in light 

of fingerprints, facial elements, voice, hand geometry, penmanship, the retina [1], and the one exhibited in this 

proposition, the iris. Biometric frameworks work by first catching a specimen of the element, for example, 

recording a computerized sound flag for voice acknowledgment, or taking an advanced shading picture for 

confront acknowledgment. The example is then changed utilizing some kind of numerical capacity into a 

biometric layout. The biometric format will give a standardized, productive and profoundly separating portrayal of 

the element, which would then be able to be equitably contrasted with different layouts all together with decide 

personality. Most biometric frameworks permit two methods of operation. An enrolment mode for adding layouts 

to a database, and a distinguishing proof mode, where a format is made for an individual and afterward a match is 

scanned for in the database of pre selected layouts. A decent biometric is described by the utilization of an element 

that is; exceptionally special with the goal that the possibility of any two individuals having a similar trademark 

will be insignificant, stable so the component does not change after some time, and be effortlessly caught keeping 

in mind the end goal to give accommodation to the client, and anticipated distortion of the element.  
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THE HUMAN IRIS 

Because of higher need of security in broad daylight and in individual data viewpoints, enthusiastic sand solid 

programmed acknowledgment of people has been an appealing objective.Openly

biometrics innovation assumes a critical part. 

behavioral qualities. Unique mark, iris design are physical qualities while voice, signature incorpora

attributes. Be that as it may, iris acknowledgment is ended up being more advantageous as this precisely recognizes every 

person and furthermore recognizes one from another. The human iris is thin and annular district in eye situated ar

student and secured by cornea, as appeared in Figure 1, which ready to give one of a kind and free detail data of individual 

[3]. Irregular surface of secured iris is for the most part stable for the duration of the life

Iris designs are excessively one of a kind even contrast in the middle of indistinguishable twins as well as vary in 

the middle of the privilege and left eye. Iris acknowledgment requires looking at an enlist or selected iris format against a

recently caught iris from eye of individual [9], [16]. The iris acknowledgment is material in recognizable proof and 

additionally in confirmation mode. In recognizable proof mode acknowledgment framework distinguishes a man from 

whole enroll format via scanning a database 

confirmation mode acknowledgment framework verify a man's a

Check is 'coordinated' coordinating style.

IRIS RECOGNITION TECHNOL

 Iris acknowledgment is the best of breed confirmation process accessible today. While many confuse it for retinal 

filtering, iris acknowledgment just includes taking a photo of the iris; this photo is utilized exclusively for validation.

 But what makes iris recognition the authentication system of choice.

• Stable : The unique pattern in the human iris is formed by 10 months of age, and remains unchanged throughout 

one’s lifetime. 

• Unique : The probability of two rises producing the same code is nearl

• Flexible : Iris recognition technology easily integrates into existing security systems or operates as a standalone.

• Reliable : A distinctive iris pattern is not susceptible to theft, loss or compromise.
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• Non-Invasive : Unlike retinal screening, iris recognition is non-contact and quick, offering unmatched accuracy 

when compared to any other security alternative, from distances as far as 3” to 10”. 

FEATURE ENCODING ALGORITHMS 

Wavelet Encoding 

Wavelets can be utilized to break down the information in the iris locale into parts that show up at various 

resolutions. Wavelets have the favorable position over customary Fourier change in that the recurrence information is 

confined, permitting highlights which happen at a similar position and determination to be coordinated up. Various wavelet 

channels, likewise called a bank of wavelets, is connected to the 2D iris area, one for every determination with every 

wavelet a scaled adaptation of some premise work. The yield of applying the wavelets is then encoded with a specific end 

goal to give a reduced and separating portrayal of the iris design. 

Gabor Filters 

Gabor channels can give ideal conjoint portrayal of a flag in space and spatial recurrence. A Gabor channel is 

developed by adjusting a sine/cosine wave with a Gaussian. This can give the ideal conjoint localisation in both space and 

recurrence, since a sine wave is splendidly restricted in recurrence, however not confined in space. Regulation of the sine 

with a Gaussian gives localisation in space, however with loss of localisation in recurrence. Disintegration of a flag is 

expert utilizing a quadrature combine of Gabor channels, with a genuine part indicated by a cosine balanced by a Gaussian, 

and a fanciful part determined by a sine tweaked by a Gaussian. The genuine and fanciful channels are otherwise called the 

even symmetric and odd symmetric segments individually.  

The middle recurrence of the channel is indicated by the recurrence of the sine/cosine wave, and the data transfer 

capacity of the channel is determined by the width of the Gaussian. Daugman makes employments of a 2D variant of 

Gabor channels so as to encode iris design information. A 2D Gabor channel over the a picture space (x, y) is spoken to as  

 ���, �� = �	
�������
�� �������

�� ��	�
������	��������	����  

determine position in the picture, (α,β) indicate the compelling width and length, and indicate regulation, which 

has spatial recurrence 

 �� = � �� + "��. 

Log-Gabor Filters 

A disadvantage of the Gabor filter is that the even symmetric filter will have a DC component whenever the 

bandwidth is larger than one octave [20]. However, zero DC components can be obtained for any bandwidth by using a 

Gabor filter which is Gaussian on a logarithmic scale; this is known as the Log-Gabor filter. The frequency response of a 

Log-Gabor filter is given as; 

 ��#� = ��$ %	�&'( �* *�⁄ ���
��&'( �, *�⁄ ���-  

Where #� represents the centre frequency, and . gives the bandwidth of the filter.  
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MATCHING ALGORITHMS  

Hamming Distance 

The Hamming separation gives a measure of what number of bits are the same between useless examples. 

Utilizing the Hamming separation of good for nothing designs, a choice can be made with reference to whether the two 

examples were produced from various irises or from a similar one. In looking at the bit designs X and Y, the Hamming 

separation, HD, is characterized as the total of differing bits (whole of the select OR amongst X and Y) over N, the 

aggregate number of bits in the bit design. 

 /0 = 1
2 ∑ 45�467�852591   

Since an individual iris locale contains highlights with high degrees of opportunity, every iris area will create a 

bit-design which is free to that delivered by another iris, then again, two iris codes created from a similar iris will be very 

related. On the off chance that two bits designs are totally free, for example, iris layouts produced from various irises, the 

Hamming separation between the two examples should meet 0.5. This happens in light of the fact that freedom suggests the 

no-account examples will be absolutely irregular, so there is 0.5 shot of setting any piece to 1, and the other way around. In 

this manner, half of the bits will concur and half will differ between the two examples. On the off chance that two 

examples are gotten from a similar iris, the Hamming separation between them will be near 0.0, since they are 

exceptionally connected and the bits ought to concur between the two iris codes. The Hamming separation is the 

coordinating metric utilized by Daugman, and estimation of the Hamming separation is brought just with bits that are 

produced from the genuine iris area. 

PROPOSED HYBRID SYSTEM 

For this work, paper identified with execution examination of interms of matching and recognition, SVM method 

is utilized for training and Hybrid (PSO and GA) scheme for better recognition rate and accuracy. There are following 

steps. 

Step 1: Image Acquisition. 

Step 2: Pre-processing on image 

Step 3: Image segmentation using Coiflet Wavelet. 

Step 4: Detecting iris using block coding method. 

Step 5: Converting image on the basis of code.  

Step 6: Code data base training recognition by using hybrid system. 

Step 7: Checking accuracy on the basis of segmentation and recognition rate. 

Step 8: Comparing proposed results with existing outputs. 

SIMULATED RESULTS 

In this section, the proposed hybrid algorithm is evaluated via computer simulation using MATLAB simulator. 

All simulation results utilized for training and Hybrid (PSO and GA) scheme for better recognition rate and accuracy. The 

experiment is done by using CASIAIrisV4 database. Figure 2 show the GUI based iris matching system. 
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Figure 3 show the select image to create the database. 

 

Figure 3

Figure 4 shows database image.

Figure 5 shows highlight iris from database image.

Figure 6 shows image with noise from database image.
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Figure 2: IRIS Matching System 

Figure 3 show the select image to create the database.  

Figure 3: Select Image from Created Database 

database image. 

Figure 4: Database Image 

highlight iris from database image. 

Figure 5: Highlight IRIS  

image with noise from database image. 
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Figure 7 shows masked feature extracted image from database image.

Figure 8 shows load database image is matched with created database method.

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, demonstrate an iris acknowledgment framework, which was tried utilizing two databases of 

greyscale eye pictures so as to check the guaranteed execution of iris acknowledgment innovation. Initially, a programmed 

division count was presented, which would limit the iris locale from an eye picture and separate eyelid, eyelash and 

reflection zones. Programmed division was accomplished using the round Hough change for confining the iris and 

understudy districts, and the straight Hough change for limiting blocking eyelids. Thresholding was similarly used for 

segregating eyelashes and reflections. Next

irregularities between iris districts. At last, components of the iris were encoded by convolving the institutionalized iris 

region with 1D Log-Gabor channels and stage quantising the yiel

sharp biometric arrangement or layout. The Hamming partition was picked as a coordinating metric, which gave a measure 

of what number of bits vary between two arrangements or layouts. For promote degree

Intelligence (AI) method can likewise be utilized for better iris acknowledgment framework.
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